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Foreword
N characteristic American fashion the physical growth of Yale
University during the first two centuries of its existence was of
the hit-or-miss order, practically devoid of any attempt at planning in respect to architectural or geographical unity. Topsylike, she just grew. To be sure Yale College was more or less confined to the region south of Elm Street, extending we1:Jtward from
College Street two blocks to York Street; the Sheffield Scientific
School lay north of GroYe Street in the block bounded by Prospect
Street and Hillhouse Avenue; while between, like a hen anxiously
guarding her brood, rose the imposing group of University buildings containing the Dining Hall, the auditorium, and the offices of
administration. But beyond this sketchy attempt at grouping there
was little to attract the devotees of harmony. And among the mushroom growths were not a few toadstools, hideous to behold, architectural barbariHms of the period sometimes known aH Early General Grant.
Yet there were reasons for this Chaos, and it would be an injustice to the Fathers to pass over them unnoticed, for they are
basic to an understanding of the University today. In fact the term
just used-university-is the key to a large part of the seeming
lack of foresight. For the conception of a university in New Haven neYer seemed to enter the minds of Yale administrators until
after the physical fact existed. Yale was a college. It was so
founded and so should remain. This attitude of mind continued
even after the establishment of the. undergraduate scientific department of the Sheffield Scientific School in the middle of the last century. And lhe graduate and professional schools were only loosely
related, so that up to a decade ago the group might better be described as Yale College and Affiliated Schools than as Yale University. The reorganization movement. of 1919-20, carried out by the
Yale Corporation's Committee on Educational Policy, with alumni
cooperation, was a first radical move towards a University ideal
which, under President James Rowland Angell, has become a fact.
And then there was the city. For better or for worse the Collegiate School, as the original college was called, after short attempts to prosper in Killingworth (Clinton) and Saybrook, wa8
tl'ansfen:ed to New Haven in 1716 and planted in the heart. of a
prosperous and growing colonial village, which has continued to
prosper and grow to a city, with the result that the struggle to acquire land for the expansion required by the ever-increasing enrollment has been a major problem of the Administration these many
years. The effect of this situation on the architectural lay-out has
been threefold: it has caused heterogeneous grouping of buildings,
necessary revolutions in building programs as new sites were un-
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expectedly acquired under pressure of expansion, and the development of the quadrangle type of architecture.
It was n?t until Yale opened her third century that the two
problems outhned above began to receive the serious attention that
they deserved _and a real plan for University development was formulated. While there was some sporadic building in the fifteen
years preceding the World War, it w, s really not until peace had
again been secured that the great building program, even now only
partially completed, hit its stride. The Memorial Quadrangle, beirun, it is true, just at the outbr1>ak of the War. was not finished
until 1920. The mammoth Sterling Memorial Library was formally dedicated in April, 1931; the Sterling Law Buildings were opened
a few days later; the Institute of Human Relations at the !lame
time; while Pierson and Davenport Colleges, the Payne Whitney
Gymnasium, the Sterling Graduate School, thi> Shi>ffield Administration building, and the new Divinity School are under construction as this book goes to press (June, 1931); at the same time alm0st as many other projects are as yet merely on paper or in thr.
minds of the architects.
But there is a central plan, not very definite, to be sure, but
clear enough to avoid glaring errors, while retaining sufficient flexibility to enable it to meet new situations as they arise. And well
it is for Yale that she was not committed too rigidly when her gen·
erous son. Edward S. Harkness of the Class of 1897, presented her
with the wherewithal to embark on the so-called House Plan, u
revolutionary educational procedure that will remodel the educational and Hocial life of the undergraduate schools.
Because of its flexibility it is difficult to present any very accurate picture of Yale's architectural plan. Like a railroad timt'tabte it is subject to change without notice, yet within definite limitations. For example, the Sterling Memorial Library was d signed
for and will remain the physical heart of the University, as it is the
intellectual. From it will radiate quadrangle and School; but jw;t
how it cannot be !ltated. There is the scheme so to rPmodel Berkeley
Oval, to be known under the House Plan as Berkeley College, as to
secure a 'cross-campus approach to the Library from College Street
or even beyond, possibly with a University Chapel at the far end.
But this is a scheme only. Hewitt Quadrangle will eventually be
completed on its Wall Street-High Str et fronts, but the nature of
the buildings so impo. ed is problematical, save for the difficult requirement that they be design d to blend the Gothic of the Library
and Law School with the Classic ponderance of the Dining Hall and
Woolsey. For the University is not to be completely Gothicized.
Even now the York-Street front of the Pierson-Davenport Colleges,
blending with the facades of its brothers, the Yale Record building
and the University Theater, and its sister across the street, the Memorial Quadrangle, completely belies the Georgian interior. In the
same manner the wanderer will come upon the Lombard-Romanes4
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que of the Gallery of Fine Arts, hardly conscious of the transition
that has gradually been taking place along York Street.
Pierson-Sage Square, that huge tract lying between Wl11tney
Avenue and Prospect Street, will remain the home of the University laboratories and their relatives such as the 'chool of Forestry
and the Peabody Museum, which latter will eventually be gl'l'atly
extended to include a Geology wing along Sachem Street and further exhibition halls along Whitney Avenue.
And so it goes-a plan, and still not a plan.

The Architectural Sig11ifica11ce of the House
Plan
A brief guide-book is no plaee in which to go into a detailed
discussion of the Yale House Plan, particularly since Lhe University
has g,me on record as stating that, beyond certain definite architectural requirements, the "plan" is not a plan at all, but a set of
ideas that will probably be so modified and changed within the next
few years as to be almost unrecognizable. For thr University has
had tht: wisdom to realize that no amount of theorizing in ad\"ance
will supply answers to the problems that will arise in the future,
and that its attitude should be one of open-minded watchful-wailing
rather than insistence upon a cut-and-dried program that rn ight
easily prow entirely inadequate for the changed conditions. :::"io we
shall content ourseh·es here with the bare't outline of the "plan"
from the educational point of view, while dwelling upon its architectural features. Yet we must bear in mind in so doing that while
the physical elements of the plan are the most tangible, they are by
no means the most important; the purpose of the "House Plan" is
first and foremost educational, aimed primarily at better social 1tnd
scholastic life. The housing features are therefore of a distinctly
secondary nature.
Briefly the plan is this. The undergraduate body of Yale College-together with that of the Sheffield Scientific School-will be
divided vertically into eleven groups of about L'(JU:.J gizt', each group
to bP housed in a separate "college". Class unity, which has been
the standard American basis of college housing-, will thus give way
to College unity, somewhat along the lineg of Oxford and Cambridge.
But the House Plan is no direct copy of the English :-;ystem. While
it is true that each coll ge will have in rcsidcnc<> a presiding Master
and Fellows, chosen from the Faculty for personality and ability
to sharr. in the social life of the students, as well as for scholastic
attainment, they will retain no disciplinary powers, nor will any
college set up any individual curriculum. The strictly educat.iomil
contributions of the Masters and Fellows, except as they are employed to conduct regular University courses open to members of
all colleges, will be confined to such tutorial stimulation as the students themselves may seek from their Faculty associates. In other
5

word:-1, the ~osition of the Masters and Fellows will rest upon a ocial basis entirely. This fact is of the highest importance in a
Rtudy of the buildings to be employed, as they are designed to accentuate ~ocial solidarity. Club-like dining halls, commons rooms,
1-'IJUash courts, and the like suggest more the Metropolitan club than
the ordinary type of University dormitory. And to each college is
attached the residence of the Master, designed for a married man
with children, though celibacy will not necessarily bar one from a
Mastership.
A somewhat Rimilar development is taking place among the
profes ional schools. The new Sterling Law Buildings, for example,
occupying the block north of the Sterling Library, are a complete
unit in themselves, reminiscent of the Inns of Court of London.
Directly across York Street from them the unfinished Sterling Graduate School follows the same plan, while the recently begun Divinity
School, far out Prospect Street to the north, will be even
more self-sufficient, if such a thing is possible. There are plans,
too, for a somewhat similar development at the Medical School, one
of the imposing units of the great Human Welfare Group that has
transformed the area about the University-controlled New Haven
Hospital, some three blocks south of Chapel Street. It is here that
Yale's most original contribution to modern educational practise is
situated, the Institute of Human Relations, the physical meetingground of Law, Medicine, Sociology, Science, and the rest in their
researches for the betterment of the general lot of mankind .

Tombs
Fifteen years ago the visitor to New Haven was wont to express considerable surprise and curiosity over the presence of some
dozen "tombs" scattered about the University, strange windowless
vaults which served as the meeting places and club houses of undergraduate fraternities and societies, Yale's unique method of symbolizing the secrecy and mystery upon which the organizations were
founded. Today they are fast disappearing. The eight Greek-letter Fraternities of the College are all housed now in the handsome
"open" houses of Junior Fraternity Row, alongside and in the rear of
the University Theater on York Street, and only the tombs of two
Sheffield societies and three of the College Senior Societies remain.

The Athletic Plant
Perhaps the most commanding building on the Yale skyline today is the Payne Whitney Gymnasium, a veritable cathedral of sport,
begun in 1930 for occupancy in the autumn of 1932, at which time
the Old Gymnasium, now inadequate for the needs of the University,_ will be razed. On the latter site will be erected the central
section of Sterling College, the two end sections of which are already in use as Freshman dormitories. One of the penalties, how6

ever, that Yale has suffered through her city location is the fac~ t~at
the playing-fields must lie at some distance from her body-bu1ldmg
headquarters. Except for the three boathouses, one at the mouth
of the Quinnipiack River in New Haven Harbor, one at Derby on
the Housatonic River, and the last and oldest at Gales Ferry, above
the city of New London on the Thames, the playing-fields will be
found in the West Rock section of the city. They are described on
pages 21 and 22.

Gothic
To some it may appear presumptuous for the authors of a
guide-book to utilize precious space and encroach upon the time of
the reader with so pedantic a discussion a that of the wisdom of
the University in choosing the Gothic style of architecture for the
predominant note among its new buildings. Yet in the face of a
series of attacks that have received wide-spread publicity, they
would be disloyal sons who did not at least state the reasons that
caused its adoption by their alma mater. If after reading them the
reader wishes to reiterate such epithets as "immoral", and "unAmerican", it will be his privilege to do so. Every person is entitled
to his opinion.
Let us first examine some of the basic requirements entertained
or expres cd by the leaders of the University. Perhaps the first of
these was that the new buildings should be adapted to city location.
This implies the possession of two characteristics, height and the
quadrangular, or hollow-square, type of construction. A second was
that monotony should be avoided as far as possible. Both requirements arose from experience; for the buildings of the original Yale
College, of Colonial, or box, type, set back from the street, with the
outdoor life of the students between them and the sidewalk, produced an undesirable publicity and a little too intimate rubbing of
elbows (and sometimes fists) between Town and Gown. And the
barrack-like structures that replaced them along the edges of the
present Old Campus merely increased the feeling of standardization
which had penetrated American education too far already and was
causing the "Yale" type to run a close second to the Ford, Model T.
A fourth demand was for architecture that should breathe
something of the atmosphere of scholarship, that should suggest
the tradition begun in the mediaeval monasteries and handed down
to modern America through the English universities, something
that the skyscraper, America's contribution to architecture, does
not yet even remotely connote or attempt to.
But after all, why argue? The buildings are here--and they
are beautiful. Let us stop talking about them and appreciate them
instead. And as we wander about the Campus, now dodging across
a traffic-jammed thoroughfare, now loitering in the serenity of an
old-world courtyard, let us marvel together at the remarkable synthesis of modern hurly-burly and monastic calm that compri e the
paradox Yale.
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The Tour
Block numbers refer to University Map, pages 12-13
The most natural place fof the visitor to begin a tour of the
University is the corner of COLLEGE and CHAPEL STREETS. At this
point stands BINGHAM HALL, one of the College dormitories, erected
in 1928 on the site of OSBORN HALL (a recitation building that had
ceased to serve a useful purpose and had always been an architectural monstrosity). The Campus is best entered through the
CHENEY-IVES GATEWAY on COLLEGE STREET, directly north of BINGHAM HALL. ~ o it is from this point that our tour will commence.

The Old Campus
(Block 4)

Fifty years ago the buildings of Yale College stood in a line
along the eastern side of Lhe Campus, a row of red-brick Colonial
structures of which only OLD SOUTH MIDDLE, now known as CONNECTICUT HALL, remains. Before them was the "FENCE"', the social
gathering place of the undergraduate body, now destroyed, except
for sections preserved in Fraternity and Society halls. CONNECTICUT is the oldest building of Yale University, having been erected
in 1750-52. It contains the room occupied by NATHAN HALE, whose
sacrifice for his country is commemorated in a statue which stands
before the building. CONNECTICUT HALL is now used for the administrative offices of Yale College. The upper floors are dormitories.
It was built with funds provided by the Colonial Legislature largely
from an organized lottery and the proceeds of the sale of a captured
French prize.
Lying along CHAPEL STREET, south of CONNECTICUT HALL, is
V ANDERflILT HALL, a pleasing- college dormitory. BINGHAM HALL,
noted above, fills the corner. Extending north along COLLFGE STREET
are the following, in order: WELCH HALL, a College dormitory;
PHELPS HALL, a College recitation building (note archway) ;
LAWRANCE and FARNAM HALLS, College dormitories; and BATTELL
CHAPEL, the home of the Church of Christ in Yale University.
Across the north end of the Campus to the left of MILLER GATEWAY, stretches DURFEE HALL, a College dormitory, in the basement
of which are at present located the offices of the UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC ASS0CIA'rION, entered from ELM STREET.
The DANIELS MEMORIAL GATEWAY connects this building with
WRIGHT HALL, a College dormitory built on the site of ALUMNI
HALL, the towers of which were subsequently incorporated into the
building at the rear of the "tomb' of SKULL AND BONES {Block 2).
The open space outh of WRIGHT was formerly occupied by
8

DWIGHT HALL, the home of the College Christian Association. After
the completion of the MEMORIAL QUADRANGLE, it was removed to afford a view of the lovely HARKNESS MEMORIAL TOWER. The statue
of ABRAHAM PIERSON, first President of Yale, is known to all Yale
men as HANK STATUAM, because of the Latin inscription on the
west side. The Dwight Hall organization, after some years of temporary quarters, is now to be permanently located in the stately
Gothic building to the left, formerly the OLD LIBRARY. This is one
of the mosl beautiful buildings of the University and one of the
oldest. Some years ago it was proposed to tear it down, a it had
outlived its usefulness as a library; but such opposition arose from
the graduate body that it was preserved, and with the opening of
the STERLING MEMORIAL LIRRARY it was turned over to the Dwight
Hall organization, whose name it may in time appropriate.
South of the OLD LIBRARY lie two attached building-s, formerly
units of the University Library, LINSLY and CHITTENDEN HALLS.
They are now being remodeled for classroom and office purposes to
take the place of KENT and SLOANE HALLS (Block 2), consigned to
the wreckers this summer. WHITMAN GATEWAY fills the space between CHITTENDEN HALL and the SCHOOL OF THE FINE ARTS, which
occupies the southwest corner of the Campus. Balancing CONNECTICUT HALL is the modern Colonial dormitory, EDWIN McCu;LI,AN
HALL, dubbed by the undergraduates "Husn HALL" because the student body was unaware of the plan for its erection until workmen
actually appeared on the Campus to begin the excavation for its
foundations.
Leaving the Old Campus by the WHITMAN GATEWAY, mentioned
above the visitor will find himself on HIGH STREET facing the
"tomb" of SKULL AND BONES, College Senior Society, with the graceful ART SCHOOL BRIDGE at hi8 left. which connects the main building
of the SCHOOL OF FINE ART with the GALLERY. But before entering the GALLERY for a glimpse at its fine collections, he will feel
repaid if he pas', es duwn the narrow path at the right of KULL
AND BONES through the doorway of WEIR HALL, the seat of the Department of Architecture, and up the outside staircase to the left,
to the lovely liltle o:u,is behind the GALLERY OF FINE ARTS.

The Gallery of Fine Arts
(Block 2)

The main floor is given over to administrative offices, the auditorium, and the SCULPTURE HALL, where special exhibitions are held
during the winter months. The second floor contains EXllIBITION
GALLERIES, housing collections of Egyptian, Babylonian, Assyrian,
Greek, and Roman Arts; objects from the Near and Far East;
Italian Mediaeval and Renaisflance paintings (the celebrated
JARVES COLLECTION); art of the German. Flemish, and Dutch Rrnaissance; art and furniture of eighteenth-century France; British and
9

American art of the same century, including the TRUMBULL COLLECTION of paintings; drawings, paintings and prints of the nineteenth century; and the incomparable MABEL BRADY GARVAN COLLECTION of early American furniture and silverware. Colonial
rooms from the Branford of 1710 are of picturesque interest, and
the recently added GRANBY ROOMS of a generation later. Another
recent acquisition is the ANNA ROSALIE MANSFIELD COLLECTION of
Syrian and Roman glass and Mesopotamian pottery.
The GALLERY OF FINE ARTS is open daily from 8 A. M. to 4
P. M.; Sundays 1-3 :30 P. M. The Handbook-a description of the
GaUcry of Fine Arts and the Collections, 64 pp., illustrated, is on
sale at the GALLERY, together with postcard Yiews of the collections.

York Fields
(Block 1)
Upon leaving the GALLERY OF FINE ARTS one proceeds westward on CHAPEL STREET past a row of dingy shops that will soon
make way for the extension of the Gallery, to YORK STREET. Turn
north on this. A short distance from the corner, on the east side of
YORK STREET, beyond the space that will also be filled by the extended Art Gallery, lies YORK-LIBRARY DORMITORY, more properly
DICKINSON and WHEELO K HALLS. Across YORK STREET the new
quarters of the "YALE NEWS," undergraduate daily newspaper, are
under construction, a memorial to Briton Hadden, of the Class of
1920, former Chairman of the News and co-founder of the magazine
Time. Across the alley from the "NEWS" building is the most modern "tomb" that of the Senior Society of WOLF'S HEAD. And that
alley is worth investigating, for on it lie the buildings of the College Fraternities-Yale's famous FRATERNITY Row. Beginning at the
'INEWS" building they are, in order, BETA THETA PI, ZETA PSI (behind the latter, which faces YORK STREET, ALPHA SIGMA PHI, CHI
Pi:n, and ALPHA DELTA PHI), and PSI UP ILON. The lane 1·eturns to
York Street, having completely encircled the WOLF'S HEAD tomb.
Beyond the UNIVERSITY THEATER, containing the Department of the
Drama, is DELTA KAPPA EPSILON. The UNIVERSITY THEATER contains one of the best equipped stages in the country, workshops,
green room, etc. The auditorium seats 700.
North of DELTA KAPPA EPSILON lies the entrance to two of the
new Colleges, DAVE PORT and PIERSON, appropriately nam d for the
founder of the New Haven Colony and the first President of Yale.
They are under construction, but will be ready for occupancy in the
autumn of 1931. Directly adjacent is the "YALE RECORD" building,
office of the undergraduate humorous publication. And on the east
side of YORK STREET lie the buildings of the MEMORIAL QUADRANGLE.

Returning to YORK-LIBRARY DORMITORY and proceeding in an
easterly direction up the grassy way, formerly called LIBRARY
10

STREET, we reach on the right L0ANE and KENT HALLS, already refnn>d to as in the hands of the wreckers. On their site will arise
an extension of the York-Library group to form an additional College unit of the House Plan, to be ready in 1933 (See Block 2).
Turning left at High Street we haYe at last reached the main
entrance to the MEMORIAL QUADRANGLE (under the House Plan to
be divided into two Colleges, BRANFORD and SAYBROOK).

The Memorial Quadrangle
(Block :J)
Nowhere at Yale is the old-world atmosphere so noticeable as
in this beautiful quadrangle. the gift of Mrs. Stephen V. Harkness,
in memory of her son, Charles William Harkness, of the Class of
1888. It was designed by James Gamble Rogers, also a Yale man,
of the Class of 1889. It was the wish of Mrs. Harkness that the
m~m0rial should be not to her son alone, but to the whole past of
Yale College, and the Harkness name is applied correctly only to
the great tower.
THE HARKNESS MEMORIAL TOWER is the first couronne tower to
be built in modern times. It was deYeloped by superimposing upon
the square ba8e, first an octagon, forming the lantern, of irregular
sides, four of the faces being broader than the other four, and above
this, another octagon, this time regular. so that its finials stand
erect in a perfect circle, like the points on a royal ~rown. High up
on the HIGH STREET side of the tower are seen the statuPs of ELIHU
YALE and JONATHAN EDWARDS. Facing south, towards CHAPEL
STREET, are those of the Yale inventors, SAMUEL F. B. MORSE and
ELI WHITNEY. On the west: JAMES FENIMORE COOPER and JOHN
c. CALHOUN; while the north j<h·es us NOAH WEBSTER and NATHAN
HALE. Above these statues will be found a wealth of sculptured detail.
Entering the MEMORIAL GATEWAY thP visitor finds hims lf in
ERANFORD COURT. Just beyond the entrance, in the flagstone walk,
is a great millstone which used to grind the grain of the farmers
of Branford when the founders of the Collegiate School first met
th re in 1701. Turning right, c,r north, in BRANI<'ORD C0UR'r we
approach FITCH GATEWAY, th entrance to KILLlNGWORTH COURT.
Here the buildings are somewhat taller, as there is no need to presen-e the southern sunlight. The flag-stones of this court contain
another mill 'tone, used as early as l 667 in the town of Killingworth, the first seat of the Collegiate School. Retracin1< our steps
now to the southern side of BRANFORD COURT, we enter LIN0NIA
COURT through LlVINGSTON GATEWAY. LIN0NIA, like its two sister
courts on the south, is named for a famous student literary society
long since out of existence. A stone Lench in the northwest corner
stands near the doorway named for JONATHAN DICKINSON, 1<raduate of the Collegiate School in the Killingworth days. 1706, one of
11
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the founders of Princeton University, of which he was for five
months President. Returning to BRANFORD COURT and continuing
westward, we enter now CALLIOPE CotiRT, the smallest of the inner
courts, with but a single entry. Farther west we come upon ELIOT
GATEWAY, giving entrance to the last of the southern courts, that
of BROTHERS IN UNITY. notable for its stately elm tree. Turning
north, we cross the end of BRANFORD COURT, through DUMMER
GATEWAY into WREXHAM CLOSE, at the foot of WREXHAM TOWER,
modelc.>d after that of St. Gilcs's, Wrexham, Wales, where Elihu Yale
lies buried, and containing a stone from it, the gift of the wardens.
SAYRROOK COURT lies ahead, the last of the courts of the quadrangle,
like its :;dster across the way distinguished for its elm tree, the lar.i,est in the quadrangle. SAYBROOK COURT is named for the town in
which the Collegiate School struggled after leaving Killingworth,
prior to its establishment in New Haven.
Such is the meager description of the MEMORIAL QUI\DRANGLF.
a brief guide-book can afford. Those wishing the full details of its
conc;trurtio11 and ornamPntation. written with great fePling and
historical accuracy, will do well to consult The Memorial Quadra11glc, by Profe:'sor Robert Dudley French (Yale University Press,
1929).

Old and New
( Block.~ 8 and 6)

LeaYing AYBROOK COURT through SALTONSTALL GATEWAY, the
visitor finds himself on bu~y ELM STREET, facing the OLD GYMNASIUM ( Block 8). This prison-like building will be torn down upon
the completion of the new PAYNE WHITNEY GYMNASIUM (Block 5)
and a low central section connecting the existing units of STERLING
COLLEGE. at opposite ends of the OLD GYMNASIUM, constructed.
Di1w·tly behind the OLD GYMNASIUM (whose trophy room alone is
of interest to visitori:) lie1> the CARNEGIE POOL, from a championship . wimming Yiewpoint one of the finest in the country. It, too, is
doomed within two years to go the way of all flesh.
We can walk through the court of the western unit of STERLING
COLLEGE, at the left of the OLD GYMNASIUM, and slip out the small
passageway at the rear on to YORK STREET. Turning north we are
quickly opposite MORY's, the most famous eating club and rendezvous of undergraduates and graduates in New Haven (Block 6).
M0RY's derives its name from one Moriarity who in the days
of "beer and bicycles" was the proprietor of a famous student resort on Temple Street, known as "Temple Bar." After the destruction of "Temple Bar" the present building was secured, one of the
quaintest of New Haven's old-time houses. MORY's is a treasurehouse of Yale Memorabilia. On its walls hang photographs of hundreds of athletic teams, ta~le-tops on which the initials of Classes
for yenerations haYe been carved. original poems and drawings
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depicting student life, etc. From its beamed ceiling hang the oars
and rudders of victorious Yale crews. In recent years the Cluh
has been greatly enlarged, but much of tlie old quaintness and
charm remains. MORY's is the official meeting place of such undergraduate organizations as the singing Whiffenpoofs and the learned
Pundits.
Along the northern walls of MORY S is rising the new STERLING
GRADUATE SCHOOL, a quadrangle that promises to be most pleasing
to the eye as well as most eminently suited to it studious purpose.
While it is impossible to enter its inner court, a fairly good conception of it can be gained by looking through the archway opposite
the end of WALL STREET. One should also notice how the architect
has carried out the effect of the STERLING MEMORIAL LIBRARY, across
the street from MORY'S, as far as the arch, to run into soft brick in
the part beyond, facing the STERLING LAW BUIL!HNGS ( Block 9).
At the head of York treet lies the ancient GROVE STREET CEMETERY, in which many Yale notables lie buried.
Standing at the corner of YORK and GROVE STREETS, one may
gaze westward at the cathedral-like PAYNE WIIITNEY GYMNASIUM,
on TOWER PARKWAY. Begun about a year ago, it will be ready for
use in the autumn of 1932. When completed it will contain in the
left wing an exhibition swimming-pool and gallery; in the right
wing, a basketball court and auditorium; on the ground floor center,
rowing tanks for crew practise in which the shells are suspended in
a stream of water constantly flowing at the rate of eight miles an
hour-a pn•tty engineering feat in itself. On the floors above are located the practise pool, practise basketball courts, squash and
handball courts, boxing, wrestling, and fencing room , steam rooms,
drying rooms, locker rooms, and other body-building paraphernalia,
surmounted by a solarium. The architect is .John Russell Pope.
In the right foreground stands the UNIVERSITY POWER HOUSE
and behind it the UNIVERSITY SERVICE BUILDING, containing the
offices of the small army of executhes and clerks required to maintain the physical plant of the Unh·ersity.
0

The Sterling Law Buildings
(Block 9)

Turning right and crossing YORK STREET one may enter the
close of the STERLING LAW BUILDINGS through the arched entrance
on GROVE STREET (Block 9).
One is at once reminded of the Temple as he views the mellow
inner courts of Yale's newest quadrangle. The two in the western
section, as yet unnamed, are residential, while the h1rge eastern one
borders the section of the buildings containing the dining hall, commons room, auditorium, library, etc. Crossing this diagonally to
the southeast corner, we enter the cloister and, if time permits,
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inspect the beautiful LIBRARY on the third floor. If not, the passage
at the south end of the cloister leads to WALL STREET.
THE STERLING LAW BUILDINGS, like the STERLING MEMORIAL
LIBRARY, are the work of the architect James Gamble Rogers, who
built the MEMORIAL QUADRANGLE.

The Sterli ng Memorial Libra ry
(Block 8)
Emerging from the STERLING LAW BUILDINGS on to WALL
STREET the visitor finds himself in the shadow of the great STERLING
MEMORIAL LIBRARY (Block 8), which he has so long been <,kirting.
If he will turn left on WALL STREET and then right on HIGH STREET
he will quickly gain the main entrance to "the heart of the University".
It is impossible to do even scant justice to this architectural
masterpiece and its famous collections in a guide-book of very definite limits. Fortunately for the visitor, however, there is on sale
in the entrance hall The Sterling Memorial Library-a guide to
the ornament, inscriptions, etc. A still more complete description
is contained in the April 1931 Library Gazette. Postcard vie'vvs
are al">o obtainable.
Among the literary treasures of the STERLING MEMORIAL LIBRARY are the library of the AMERI AN ORIENTAL SOCIETY, the
BABYLONIAN SEMINARY COLLECTION, SPECK COLLECTION 0~' GOETHEANA, and the YALE COLLECTION OF AMERICAN LITERATURE. There
is also a copy of the GUTENBERG BIBLE.
The Library is open daily from 7 :30 A. M. to 9 P. M.; Sundaye,
12M.-9 P. M.

Berke ley O val and "Grub Street "
(Block 10)
As the visitor passes out of the main entrance of the STERLING
MEMORIAL LIBRARY, he faces the red brick of WHlTE and Br.:RKELFY
HALLS, two of a group of similar buildings comprising BERKELEY
OVAL, at presPnt the abode of the Frrshman Clas,:;, but oon to be
remodeled into BERKELEY COLLEGE (Block 10). By enterinl{ the
little-used door directly before him and ducking through a diml.v
lighted corridor he will presently emerge in BERKELEY OVAL. This
was named for the great Britisn theologian of Colonial days. whose
benefactions to Yale included a library of 900 volumes. BERKELEY
OVAL is made up of five buildings: WHITE and BERI<ELEY HALLS
(Freshman dormitories already mentioned); LAMPSON HALL, across
the northern end, containing LAMP ON LYCEUM, one of the :,mailer
Univer'>ity auditorium:!, and a clock flanked by two lions; HAUGHTON and FAYERWEATHER HALLS (Freshman dormitories). the latter
housing in its lower reaches YALE STATION, the University Branch
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Postoffice. We mention the Lampson clock because it is a traditional and none-too-popular rite of each entering Freshman Class
to scale the facade of the building and daub the lions with Yaleblue paint.
As we leave the OVAL, turning southward, we pass the ROUNDHOUSE, suggesting guard-mount, but in reality until recently housing the University telephone exchange.
Coming out on ELM STREET, turn left past the entrance to
YALE STATION, making another left turn immediately into what is
officially called BLOUNT AVENUE, a grassed boulevard, known to the
students as "GRUB STREET" because it leads to the UNIVERSITY DINING HALL. On your right, or east, lies the old DIVINITY CHOOL, to
be razed during the summer of 1931 to make room for a new College, together with three frame buildings lying behind it on College
Street. Next on the right, passing down BLOUNT AVENUE, is WILLIAM L. HARKNESS HALL, an office and recitation building considered
by many the most beautiful structure on the entire Yale ampus.
It was designed by the well-known New York architect, William
Arl:ims Delano. of the Cl:iss of 189:5, who has also drawn the plan<'!
for the new COLLEGE on the DIVINITY SCHOOL site just mentioned.
The large auditorium, known as the CATHEDRAL ROOM, has a notably
beautiful ceiling. WILLIAM L. HARKNESS HALL is built <'n two sides
of SPRAGUE MEMORIAL HALL, the Yale School of Music, which may
be best seen from COLLEGE STREET at a later point in our tour.
Continuing north and crossing WALL STREET, which bears little
resemblance to its New York namesake, one enters the HEWITT
MEMORIAL QUADRANGLE, with the MEMORIAL COLONNADE AND CENOTAPH erected in memory of the Yale men who died in the World
War. The LEDYARD FLAGSTAFF is in the foreground and WOODBRIDGE HALL on the right, if not the "heart" of the University,
then surely the solar plexus, since it contains the offices of Administration: tl1e President, the Corporation, the Secretary, the Treasurer, and the Comptroller. Directly behind WOODBRIDGE HALL
stands SCROLL AND KEY, a Senior Soci ty "tomb", like the MUSIC
SCHOOL best seen from COLLEGE STREET.

The Bicentennial Group
(Block 11)

The MEMORIAL COLONNADE described above lines the UNIVERSITY DINING HALL, one of the buildings erected in 1901 at the celebration of Yale's two-hundredth birthday. When the University
Chapel services used to be held in WOOLSEY HALL (extreme right),
the undergraduates distinguished between the two buildings by calling the first the HOUSE OF COMMONS, the other the HOUSE OF LORDS.
The rotunda, connecting the two and containing memorial tablets
to Yale men who have died for their country. is called MEMORIAL
HALL. A splendid view of the interior of the DINING HALL can be
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obtained by mounting the stairs of MEMORIAL HALL to the balcony.
At the same time opportunity is afforded to inspect the collection
of autographs and engravings of famous Yale men. The STEINERT
COLLECTION of musical instruments is located on the third floor,
visible Sunday afternoons or by application to the SCHOOL OF Music.
The more leisurely inclined can enter the DINING HALL from
the main floor of the rotunda and thus avoid the stairs. WOOLSEY
HALL, the great University auditorium, containing the NEWBERRY
ORGAN, one of the finest in the country, is entered in a similar manner. It is here that concerts, lectures, and mass meetings are held,
the Baccalaureate Sermon is delivered, and degrees are awarded.

The Scientific School
{Blocks 14, 15, 16)

Passing through the rotunda the visitor emerges at the intersection of College Grove, and Prospect Streets, the hub of "Shefftown". Until recently SOUTH SHEFFIELD HALL occupied the corner
diagonally opposite, but has been razed to make room for a new
SHEFFIELD ADMINISTRATION BUILDING. An interesting history had
old SOUTH SHEFF. It was built as a hotel and so used for a time;
then the Yale Medical School, casting about for a home, occupied
it. But its proximity to the GROVE STREET CEMETERY gave rise to
vicious gossip that the medicos were not above "body-snatching",
and the authorities, fearing the development of an unsavory reputation for their new enterprise, abandoned the site for one far re•
moved from the shadows of the graveyard. It was then acquired by
the Sheffield Trustees, who seemed less fearful of the escapades of
their budding scientists. It was a queer brownstone affair, with a
high tower of ugly proportions, capped by an observatory that
lookP.d for all the world like a water-tank or an Indian blockhouse.
But its masonry walls were built to stand forever, as the workmen
will attest who labored last May to demolish it. The new building
has been designed by Clarence C. Zantzinger, a graduate of the
Sheffield Scientific School in the Class of 1892.
On the southeast corner stands BYERS MEMORIAL HALL, built
as recreational and religious headquarters for the Scientific School,
but now temporarily occupied by the Sheffield administrative officers. Just beyond it on GROVE STREET we pass the headquarters of
the BUREAU OF APPOINTMENTS and the DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL,
relatively new organizations devoted to student aid and graduate
placement.
Before this building, stretching to the north, lies stately HILLHOUSE AVENUE, perhaps the most dignified vista in all New England. It leads to the great tract of land known as PIERSON-SAGE
SQUARE ( Block 20), with HILLHOUSE MEMORIAL PARK and the venerable HILLHOUSE homestead in the center.
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The University buildings on HILLHOUSE AVENUE are as follows:
Left-KIRTLAND HALL, APPLIED PHYSIOLOGY LABORATORY, Du ·HAM LABORATORY OF ELECTRICAL ENGfNEERING, LEET OLIVER MEMORIAL (Recitation) HALL, and, beyond TRUMBULL STREET ( Block
18), HENRY BARNARD HALL (the Department of Education). On
the right hand side of HILLHOUSE AVENUE-CLOISTER CLUB, whose
"tomb", BOOK AND SNAKE, lies west of the DINING HALL; MASON
LABORATORY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, which scientifically
minded visitors will do well to inspect; the YALE UNIVERSITY CLUB;
COLONY CLUB, whose "tomb", BERZELIUS, lies beyond our route, at
the junction of TEMPLE STREET with WHITNEY AVENUE; and beyond
TRUMBULL STREET (Block 19), the home of the PRESIDENT OF THE
UNIVERSITY, Dr. James Rowland Angell, and the PEABODY CHILDREN'S MUSEUM.
Before starting up HILLHOUSE AVENUE, however, one should
conLinue eastward on GROVE STREET far enough to get a good view
of two Sheffield Fraternities on the northeast and northwest corners
of TEMPLE STREET ( Blocks 16 and 15 respectively). They are ST.
ELMO, one of the most beautiful of all the Yale ociety building",
and VERNON HALL (Phi Gamma Delta).

Pierson-Sage Square
(Block 20)
Returning now to HILLHOUSE AVENUE and traversing its length
of two blocks, we arrive at PIERSON-SAGE SQGARE, the home of the
Univei·sity laboratories and their kin ( Block 20). In the right hand
corner, facing WHITNEY AVENUE, stands the PEARODY MUSEUM, while
along PROSPECT STREET, to the west, are the laboratories proper.
PEABODY MUSEUM houses the Yale Collections in the fields of
geology, natural history, and paleontology. A General Gnide to the
Collectinns is on Hale there, together with monographs by its Director, Professor Richard Swann LuIJ, on the evolution of the Horse
Family and that of the Elephants and Mastodons. Recent museum
acquisitions are the WHITNEY COLLECTION OF DOGS and the newly
mounted BRONTOSAURUS, sixty-seven feet in length.
The museum is open daily, 9 A.M.-5 P .M.; Sundays 1-4 :30 P .M.
OSRORNE MEMORIAL LABORATORIES (Biology and Botany)' with
their picturesque arch, stand on the northeast corner of SACHEM
and PROSPECT STREETS. Beyond them to the north are, sucressh·ely,
SAGE HALL (the School of Forestry) with a new soil-laboratory
wing under construction; SLOANE p HYSICS LADORATORY; and the
STERLING CHEMISTRY LABORATORY, architecturally one of the finest
Yale buildings, with an especially beautiful library.
The ardent walker or motorist may wish to continue his trip
farther out PROSPECT STREET, one of the lovclie!'lt residential sections
of New Haven. If so he will pass on the left, just north of STERLING LABORATORY, the YALE INFIRMARY. On the right, at the south-
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east corner of EDWARDS STREET, is the GRADUATE WOMEN'S CLUB.
A short distance to the north. on the same side of PROSPECT STREET,
is the WILLIAM WHITMAN FARNAM home, recently presented
to the University as a possible President's residence, behind which,
stretching down to ST. RONAN STREE'r, lie the WILLIAM WHITMAN
F,ARNAM MEMORIAL GARDENS, for the use of the Department of
Botany. Across PROSPECT STREET. on the northwest corner of
HILLSIDE PLACE, is MARSH HALL (Department of Botany), behind
which lie the UNIVERSITY BOTANICAL GARDENS. Still farther out
PROSPECT S•rREET, on the right, the new DIVINITY SCHOOL is under
construction, easily identified, and beyond it, on the corner of CANNER STREET, the UNIVERSITY OBSERVATORY. The attractive Tudorstyle home of the Yale Alum11i Weekly and Book and Quill Bookshop
is at 315 WHITNEY AVENUE, just below EDWARDS STREET.

Lower Prospect Street
(Block 17)
Retracing om- steps down PROSPECT STREET, past SACHEM
STREFT, we see on the right another Sheffield Fraternity honse,
SACHEM HALL (Phi Kappa, igma). Deyond it, on Mam:field Street,
stands the HAMMOND MINING AND METALLURGICAL LABORATORY
(the Department of Mining Engineering-).
On the left hand side of PROSPECT STREET (Block 18) just below
the corner of SACHEM STREET, is the PRIMATE LABORATORY, commonly
known as the "MONKEY" HOUSE; while on the northeast corner of
TRUMBULL STREET stands the UNIVERSITY GLEE CLUB building,
formerly the "tomb" of WOLF'S HEAD.
Block 14 presents in order the Sheffield buildings: SHEFFIELD
LABORATORY OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS, the gun before it signifying the headquarters of the ARTILLERY and ENGINFEftING
R. 0. T. C.; NORTH SHEFFIELD (Recitation) HALL, with the anchor
of the YALE NAVAL R. 0. T. C.; and WINCHESTER (Recitation)
HALL.

The Sheff Campus
(Block 18)

Crossing GROVE , TREET and continuing south along COLLEGE
STREET we may enter VANDERBILT SQU.\RE throui:rh the archway
beyond BYERS MEMORIAL HALL (Block 18). This is known as the
''SHEFF" C.\MPUS. When the quadrangle is completed, it will Lecome one or possibly two of the units of the House, or ElevenCollege, Plan. It consists now of BYERS MEMORIAL HALL and
two VANDERBILT dormitory units separated by the beautiful and
h-:v-rovered Sheffield Fraternily building of ST. ANTHONY (Delta
Psi).
Exit is made through the archway of thP southern V ANDER·
BILT unit, to WALL STREET, where the eye meets with a bit of old
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Venice in the home of YORK HALL, the Sheffield Fraternity of
Chi Phi, situated on the corner of COLLEGE STREET (Block 12).
Adjoining it on the south is the ELIZABETHAN CLUB, undergraduate
anrl graduate literary club possessing a priceless library protected
by a tire-proof vault. Next to it i the Sheffield Fraternity of
FRANKLIN HALL ( Theta Xi), and, beyond, the building of the
DFI'ARTMENT OF UNIVER I'l'Y HEALTH. On the ELM STREET side
of Block 12 on our map stands the home of the ELIHU CLUn (Colleg'
Senior Society); HENDRIE HALL, the former LAW CII0OL, now the
temporary quarters of the DIVINITY SCIIOOL; the GRADUATES CLUR:
the FACULTY CLUB; and the EARL TRUMBULL WILLIAMS MEMORIAL
home of the YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS.
This concludes the tour of the central section of the University.
But there are two other groups that will repay the vi~itor, particularly if he is motoring: the HUMAN WELFARE GROUP, shown on an
insert on the map ( Blocks 21 a.nd 22), and the athletic fields and
l>uildings.

Human We lfa re Group
( Blocks 21 a.ncl 22)
The former may l>e reached by traveling southward on COI,LEGE
STREET to its end at GEORGE STREET, turning right for a half-1.>lock
on GEORGE STREET, then left on BROAD STREET, which leads to
DAVENPORT AVENUE. Turning left again at CEDAR STREET we gain
foe main enti·ance to the HUMAN WELFARE GROUP, with the INSTITUTE OF HUMAN RELATIONS on thP. left and the STERLING HALL
OF MEDICINE on the right; whil directly across CEDAR STREET lie
the builrlings of the University-controlled NEW HAVEN HOSPI'l'AL
(Block 22), with main entrance on HOWARD AVENUE. Alongside is
the SCHOOL OF NURSING.
To reach the athletic plant from this point, if motoring, return
to GEORGE STREET and turn left, continuing westward to its intersection with DERBY AVENUE and still westward across the flat lands
bordering WE T RIVER. From the OLD CAMPUS it is perhaps easier
to go out CHAPEL STREET, following the car track::1 until the ATIILETIC FIELDS are reached.

The A thletic Fields
On thP right of DERBY AVENUE, ju~t west of the WEST RtVElt
bridge, lies a new playing field under development. Beyond it is
the WALTER CAMP MEMORIAL GATEWAY, the entrance to the famous
YALE BOWL, seating 80,000 persons. The CAMP MEMORIAL was th
gift Lo Yale of the school children and college students of the
United States, in honor of the Yale man known as the "FATHER OF
AMERICAN FOOTBALL". Across DERBY AVENUE from the wALTER
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CAMP MEMORIAL is the VARSITY BASEBALL FIELD, the FRESHMAN
FIELD lying behind it. Beyond, on the same side of the avenue, is the
entrance to the CUYLER. MEMORIAL TRACK and FRESHMAN FOOTBALL
FIELD. The UNIVERSITY TENNIS COURTS lie between the WALTER
CAMP MEM0R!AL and the BOWL. Beyond them, on the north side
of DERBY AVENUE, is situated the beautiful LAPHAM FIELD HOUSE.
Passing this and turning north on CENTRAL AVENUE we see to
the west new playing fields un<ler con truction, the ARMORY, where
indoor polo is played all winter, PHIPPS POLO FIELD, and the ANTHONY THOMPSON FIELDS for football. On the right hand side of
CENTRAL AVENUE, behind the LAPHAM FIELD HOUSE, stands the
COXE MEMORIAL FIELD GYMNASIUM, containing under its glass
roof a full-size baseball diamond, with some outfield, and championship tennis courts. Behind the COXE MEMORIAL, between CENTRAL
AVENUE and the BOWL, lie more playing fields, for soccer, baseball,
and lacrosse.

The Ray Tompkins Memorial
and Yale Golf Course
On the brow of the hill which rises to the west of CENTRAL
AVENUE lies the great RAY TOMPKINS MEMORIAL, approximately
750 acres of woodland, from the heart of which the YALE GOLF
COURSE has been literally carved out. To reach the golf course,
which was designed by Charles E. Macdonald and constructed by
the late Seth Raynor, noted golf architect, and which is known
as one of the country's best courses, continue north on CENTRAL
AVENUE to its end, turning left at that point. Signs easily visible
to the motorist direct one the rest of the way. To reach the golf
course from the city, go straight out WHALLEY AVENUE and FOUNTAIN STREET.
From June 15 to September 15, the YALE GOLF COURSE is open
to th public. Summer membership, $50; greens fee, $3 per day.
Ladies may play weekday mornings, except Saturday and holidays,
upon payment of $2.
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